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Problem and Motivations

Distributed file systems (DFS) such as GFS[5],
HDFS[14], Ceph[16] have become key data storage
components to building scalable Internet services. The
typical DFS architecture consists of three components,
namely, metadata servers(MDS), object-based storage
devices(OSD) and clients. Clients first send metadata
requests directly to MDS and later on contact OSD for
accessing raw data. The interaction with MDS may involve a sequence of operations to perform a lookup to
locate the path info, obtain the metadata info (i.e., directory entry and inode) and require a lease to be able to
manipulate the target file. A survey highlights that the
number of IOs to MDS is significant and accounts for
50% in the overall IOs to the whole DFS [12]. As a result, the performance of the metadata server is crucial to
scale DFS[17, 10, 18, 3, 15, 11, 1, 2, 13].
In web services, loading one web page may lead to
loading multiple scripts and images, as that page contains various links referring to those required resources. For
instance, we analyse the access log [19] of web servers
and find out that 23% requests are correlated. The metadata server design does not respect the existences of correlations, and thus resulting in performance degradations: (a) too much traffic that could be grouped together
flows to metadata server in a separating manner and may
overwhelm it; (b) the sequential access also prolongs the
page loading time, which is the primary concern of service providers. It is worth noting that these correlated
access patterns also appear in scenarios other than web
services, such as code browsing, scientific computations
and so forth.
To keep MDS away from being the bottleneck, in
this paper, we propose a correlations-based metadata
prefetching to significantly reduce IO traffic to MDS and
consequently to scale distributed file systems. To achieve
this, we must overcome the following challenges:(1) extracting correlations with low false negatives where a
correlation we predict never exists; (2) fast adapting to
real time changes of correlations as the system is running; (3) efficiently prefetching correlated files.
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Background and Related Work

Some previous works focus on exploiting correlated access patterns to scale storage systems. For instance, C-

Miner[9] explores block correlations, and DiskSeen[4]
analyzes temporal and spatial relationships of disk access. Unlike them, we instead target file correlations,
which contain richer semantic. To find file correlations, Kroeger et al.[8] introduces an extended partitioned
context modeling to explore correlations by building an
access pattern trie. Gu et al.[6] proposes a weightedgraph-based grouping method to predict and prefetch the
future access sequence. Hua et al.[7] organizes files into semantic-related groups and designs a semantic-aware
caching method to offer low latency queries.
Most of them are built on a hypothesis that if two files
were frequent accessed closely in the past, they will be
accessed together with high probability in the future. Unfortunately, all of these approaches discard a type of correlations — data correlation, which are important and are
taken into account by us. Besides, almost every piece of
the above works runs the correlation extraction offline,
and thus resulting in inaccuracies as correlations will be
evolving. To address these problems, we plan to integrate
online and offline methods to adapt to real-time changes.
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3.1

Our Approach and Novelty
Defining Correlations

Informally, we say that file A and file B are correlated if
A refers to B or they are accessed closely. This definition
breaks correlations into two categories, namely data correlation and access correlation. We propose to associate
the metadata of each file with a list of key value pairs
where key is the unique inode number of one of its correlated files, and value consists of two double numbers,
namely VD and VA , where the former and latter represents the likelihood of having data correlation or being
accessed together. The VD or VA larger, the corresponding correlation stronger.

3.2

Extracting and Updating Correlations

The major challenges of exploring data correlations to scale distributed file systems is to detect these correlations and adapt them to dynamic file changes. To fulfill the
goal of not impacting the performance of normal metadata IOs, we propose a hybrid solution, which can extract
and update correlations when adding new files, removing
existing files and changing file content, and additionally
support deferred processing of such tasks.
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Figure 1: Lazy update for obsolete correlations when
deleting files.
Online There are two major cases in which we have to
extract or update correlations, namely, files got changed,
and frequencies of co-accessing evolves.
(1) Content changes When clients update files data,
we trigger a semantic analysis procedure which updates data correlations at runtime according to the content changes. To do so, we face the following challenges:
Challenge 1 The semantic analysis procedure has to
handle the diverse application-specific data files. For example, scripts, images or other files are referred by web
files using href or src. Source code files refer to the
required header files by include or import. We plan
to generalize this and make the procedure understand the
formats of various applications.
Challenge 2 When a file is blindly overwritten, it is
easy to find correlations pointed by new data, but an additional read to the old data is needed to remove the corresponding old correlations. To avoid this, we introduce
a lazy update method, where we first mark which parts of the file were overwritten and rebuild correlations in
background to keep them consistent w.r.t data changes
when a subsequent read arrives.
Challenge 3 When a file is deleted, the correlations
pointing to it become obsolete and should be removed.
As Fig. 1 depicts, file a is deleted, and the metadata of
the other four files must evict correlations to a. However, this task needs to perform a comprehensive search
in MDS to figure out which files correlate with a, as the
correlation relation is not symmetric. To reduce the overhead, we defer this update and remove obsolete correlations when MDS tells that the correlated files do not
exist.
(2) Access pattern evolves To react to online changes
in access patterns, we adopt a sliding window method to
compute real time frequencies of file access correlations
and update the access value field (Section 3.1) accordingly. To obtain frequencies, we keep track of a set of sequences of file access, where each sequence is connected
to a client. The window with a given fixed size starts at
the beginning of every sequence and slides towards the
tail one element per time. The files in that window are
considered correlated and recorded as ordered pairs as
< f ileA, f ileB >. We aggregate the number of occurrences of each ordered pair.
Offline To avoid introducing significant overhead at runtime, we also propose a offline method to exploring cor-
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Figure 2: Normalized IO traffic to MDS vs. number of
prefetched correlations
relations among files when the system is idle or under
loaded. We record the access patterns for every client
and find the correlations by analyzing access traces. The
correlations will be then propagated to the metadata server in a light-weight manner.

3.3

Prefetching Metadata

When correlations are in place, prefetching is straightforward to obtain the metadata of most correlated files
whose values are sorted. In addition, we make two optimizations. First, in order to reduce the traffic from MDS
to client and increase the client cache hit rate, we put an
upper bound on the number of correlated items that can
be fetched at a time. Second, to reduce the lookup and
permission check overhead, we also batch the requests to
obtain the ancestors information (directory and inode) of
a given file when executing prefetching.

3.4

Implementation and Evaluation

We have built a prototype system based on Ceph, which
demonstrates all key ideas presented above. We expect
that our design will reduce IO traffic to MDS with moderate memory footprint, improves the client cache hit
ratio, and makes the enhanced Ceph more scalable via
correlations-based metadata prefetching.
Microbenchmark results We focus our attention on
the reduction in metadata IOs in the preliminary experiments. We created a microbenchmark which contains
100000 files in a single directory, each of which has a
random number of correlations w.r.t other files. In each
experiment, we varied the number of prefetched correlations upon each request sent to MDS. Fig. 2 summarizes
the comparison between the original Ceph and our enhanced version. Compared with Ceph, our correlation
prefetching scheme could reduce up to 40% IO traffic
to MDS when prefetching 20 correlations per time. This
improvement can be explained by the fact that prefetched
metadata resided in the clients’ cache and a significant
amount of subsequent accesses were likely served from
the cache. This result is also supported by an increase of
10% in the cache hit ratio at the client side.
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